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Key Selling Points
A curated collection of the very best of Pam & Nicky's jelly roll titles, selected in association with the authors
Instructions for 25 full-sized bed quilts made from jelly rolls which are still extremely popular because they make for quick and easy quilting 
Pam & Nicky have sold over 500k jelly roll quilt books and are known for creating great patterns with easy-to-follow instructions

Description
A collection of the very best of Pam and Nicky Lintott's jelly roll quilt designs from their previous books.
Quilt experts and best-selling authors, Pam and Nicky Lintott have chosen their favourite designs from their back catalogue of jelly roll books to 
create this exciting, bumper collection of 25 quick and easy jelly roll quilt patterns. The Lintotts have been designing jelly roll quilt patterns since 
these popular pre-cut fabric bundles were launched back in 2007 and the quilts in this collection are their very favourites chosen from their 
previous 13 quilt books.
Jelly rolls are the ultimate pre-cut fabric bundle helping you to fast track your patchwork and quilting projects. These rolls of 21/2in wide strips of 
fabric all from one fabric line are the perfect tool to make sure your colours and prints coordinate. All of the patterns in this collection only require 
one jelly roll - sometimes with some
additional yardage for the background and borders- making them perfect for those jelly rolls sitting on your shelves that are waiting to be used. 
And, if you don't have a jelly roll, you can follow the patterns by cutting your own 21/2in strips from your stash to get started.
There are a wide range of jelly roll patterns to choose from including classic quilt designs like nine patch, log cabin and bargello, through to more 
contemporary quilt designs featuring chains and octagons. Pam and Nicky decided they wanted a variety of designs suitable for different skill 
levels so that the book would be for everyone no matter what your style is and how much experience you have in patchwork and quilting.
Pam and Nicky are reknowned for their easy-to-follow quilt patterns that always give great results and work up quickly, and this collection
features the authors' favourites from all their books so you can enjoy them in one complete volume.

About the Author
Pam & Nicky Lintott are bestselling jelly roll quilt authors with over 800k sales of quilt books under their belts. Their top selling title is the original 
Jelly Roll Quilts – a collection of entry-level quilts made using jelly rolls. Pam opened her shop, The Quilt Room, in 1981, which she still runs 
today in Dorking, Surrey. Together with her daughter Nicky, Pam has written numerous books, including the bestselling: Jelly Roll Quilts; Two 
From One Jelly Roll Quilts, Jelly Roll Sampler Quilts and, most recently, Jelly Roll Quilts in a Weekend.
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